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ABSTRACT


The major problem of this study is how a father shows her love to his children. Father’s love is one of greatest influences for children development. The objective of this study is to analyze Danielle Steel’s Winners based on the structural elements and analyze this novel based on the humanistic psychological Approach. The writer employs qualitative method. The writer uses two data sources: primary and secondary. The primary data source is about the novel itself. Then, the secondary data sources are the books about humanistic psychological, references from internet about Winners, and other sources, which are have relation to the analysis. The method of data collection is library research and the technique of data collection is descriptive technique. Based on the analysis, the writer gets some conclusions. The study shows that there is a father’s love which is so great in the story of Winners novel. It can be known from Bill Thomas, he is a father. He has a daughter, Lily Thomas. Bill adores Lily so much. Bill’s love as a father can be seen from Lily’s life. Lily Thomas can pass the four needs (Physiological needs, Safety needs, Love and Belongingness needs, Esteem needs) and has the fifteen characteristics of Self-actualization. Because of a father’s love, Lily can fulfill her needs. Bill Thomas has fulfilled all of her needs. He always supports Lily to be the best one.

Keywords: Father, love, needs
A. Introduction

Everybody has love and needs love. Everyone ever loves someone and also gets a love from someone. Everyone has love in their heart because love is from God. People have different ways to express their love. Love can motivate someone to do something. According to Oxford Learner’s Pocket Dictionary (2008: 262), Love is strong feeling of affection and sexual attraction for somebody. Love does not only come from sweetheart but love also comes from a father. A father has a love. According to Oxford Learner’s Pocket Dictionary (2008: 161), Father is male parent. Trowell (2002, 4) states that when a man becomes a father, it is not only biological issues that are involved. Becoming a father involves psychological and emotional changes; the child’s interests have to take precedence over one’s own. In order to be mentally and emotionally ready for this, the man needs to have had reasonably satisfactory childhood experiences.

Father’s love is one of greatest influences for his children development. According to Maiello (in Trowell and Etchegoyen, 2002: 163), the father became more and more important in the child’s life. Meltzer (in Trowell and Etchegoyen, 2002: 163) states the father’s functions are generally those of supply and protection to the mother-child relationship. The parents are seen in the role mainly of providing a protected space where the child may have the kinds of experiences of intimate emotional relationships upon which the evolution of the personality depends. The concept of husband (partner) as provident manager of the overall space of the family in the community, would seem in keeping with psychic reality.

Father’s love has big influence for his children. It can be seen in literary work especially in novel. One of the novels that shows the fact of father’s love is Winners. Winners novel was written by Danielle Steel. Danielle Steel is one of the world’s most popular and highly acclaimed authors, with over ninety international bestselling novels in print and more than 600 copies of her novels
sold. She is also the author of *His Bright Light*, the story of her son Nick Traina’s life and death; *A Give of Hope*, a memoir of her work with the homeless; and *Pure Joy*, about the dogs she and her family have loved (Steel, 2013).

Danielle Steel’s *Winners* novel tells the picturesque mountains of Squaw Valley, Colorado, a girl’s dreams are about to be shattered. At just seventeen, Lily Thomas is already a ski champion training for the Olympics, her heart set on winning the gold. But in one moment, Lily’s future is changed forever. Her hopes for Olympic triumph swept away in a tragic accident. Her father, Bill, refuses to accept Lily’s fate, while her neurosurgeon, Dr Jessie Matthews, is adamant that all hope is not lost. But when Jessie endures a tragedy of her own, her spirit is truly tested. Then Bill decides to build a rehab facility for his daughter and transforms countless other lives too (Steel, 2013).

There are some reasons why the writer is interested in analyzing this novel. Firstly, *Winners* novel is a depiction of struggle of life with all kinds of problems. Secondly, *Winners* novel has moral story. Thirdly, *Winners* has inspiration story.

The first reason is *Winners* novel is a depiction of struggle of life with all kinds of problems. So the reader can take some values in the novel, such as appreciating other people, of giving up although having many problems. The second reason is *Winners* novel has moral story. It tells that we may not underestimate flawed people. This novel shows that flawed people can do everything like normal people and flawed people can get success. The third reason is *Winners* has inspiration story. It shows how Lily still survives although she gets many problems. She still has big spirit. Lily still tries and never gives up to get her success although she is flawed.

Relating to all the descriptions above, the writer uses humanistic psychological approach. One of the most well known humanistic psychologists is Abraham Maslow. His theory is called Hierarchy of Needs. Maslow...
formulated a theory of human motivation in which the human’s being many varying needs are seen as arising in a hierarchical fashion. That is, certain basic needs, such as hunger and thirst, must be satisfied before other needs.

Maslow (in Hjelle, 1992:448) proposed that all human needs are innate and that they are systematically arranged in an ascending hierarchy of priority or prepotency. The needs are, in order of their priority: (1) physiological needs; (2) safety and security needs; (3) belongingness and love needs; (4) self-esteem needs; and (5) self-actualization needs, or the needs for personal fulfillment.

Based on the data above, the writer analyzes *Winners* novel by using humanistic psychological approach entitled FATHER’S LOVE REFLECTED IN DANIELLE STEEL’S WINNERS (2013) NOVEL: A HUMANISTIC PSYCHOLOGICAL APPROACH.

**B. Research Method**

In writing this study, the writer employs the descriptive qualitative research. Moleong (1983: 3) affirms that qualitative research is research which result in the descriptive data in the form observed people or behaviors. Then, the steps of conducting this qualitative study are (1) determining the object of the study, (2) determining the source of the data, (3) determining the method of data collection, and (4) determining the technique of data analysis.

The object of the study is *Winners* novel by Danielle Steel which is published in 2013. It is analyzed by using humanistic psychological approach. There are two types of data namely primary data and secondary data that are needed to do this research. The primary data are the main data obtained from all the words, dialogues, phrases and sentences in the novel. The primary data sources of the study are *Winners* novel by Danielle Steel. Secondary data are the supporting data taken from literary books, criticism, and some articles related to the novel. The secondary data of the study are taken from any information related to the novel. In conducting the study, the writer uses the technique in collecting the data as follows: (a) Reading the novel repeatedly (b) Taking notes
of important part in both primary and secondary data (c) Underlying the important word, phrases and sentences which are related to the study (d) Arranging the data into several part based on its classification (e) Selecting the data by rejecting the irrelevant information which does not support the topic of the study (f) Drawing the conclusion of the analysis that has already done in the former chapter and formulating its pedagogical suggestion.

In analyzing data, the writer employs descriptive qualitative analysis of content. The steps of technique of the data analysis are compiled as follows: (a) Analyzing the structural elements of the novel. Focus will be paid on the structural analysis of the novel (b) Trying to decide the humanistic psychological analysis of the literary work. Focus will be paid on the meaning of father’s love (c) Making discussion of the finding (d) Making conclusion.

C. Finding and Discussion

After analyzing the novel, the researcher finds some findings. First, the structural analysis of this Winners novel consisted of character and characterization, setting, plot, point of view, style, and theme related solid unity. Danielle Steel employs some plots which are many setting of places and time and every character is told by Steel uses non-participant point of view or omniscient point of view. The story that is begun with the exposition is followed by conflict and climax, and exactly ended with a resolution.

Second, there are five basic concepts of Maslow Humanistic Psychology. Those can be satisfied by Lily Thomas.

1. Physiological needs

The needs of Lily Thomas included as physiological needs are the need to breathe, the need for water, the need to eat, the need for clothes, the need for drink, the need for sleep.

The need to breathe, the need for clothes can be fulfilled easily by the major character, Lily Thomas. It is proved by Lily Thomas who can breathe without any disruption such as disruption of air pollution and bad weather.
The need for clothes also can be fulfilled when Lily Thomas goes to play skiing, she uses clean and good clothes.

The wind was whipping her face, and she enjoyed the peaceful silence as the chairlift hummed along... (Steel, 2013: 19).

She was back ten minutes later, with her sweater on over her thermals, ski pants, hiking boots, and her Olympic team parka and helmet over her arm (Steel, 2013: 17).

The need for water, the need for sleep also can be fulfilled by Lily Thomas. It can be shown when Lily gets up, she can take a bath. Beside that Lily Thomas sleeps and lives in her house with her father. She also can come to Squaw Valley to spend time during Christmas break. Her father had rented a house there. And she can sleep well there.

Lily...and got up to take a shower (Steel, 2013: 12).

Lily Thomas lay in bed when the alarm...and go back to sleep (Steel, 2013: 11).

The need for eat, the need for drink also can be fulfilled by Lily Thomas. All of Lily’s needs are fulfilled by her father. Her father always prepares food and drink for her. But sometimes she prepares her food and drink alone for her and father.

...putting brown sugar on the oatmeal he had ordered for her... (Steel, 2013: 14).

Lily ate a light breakfast... (Steel, 2013: 142).

From all the explanation above, it can be concluded that physiological needs of Lily can be fulfilled by Lily Thomas because of father’s love. Her father fulfilled all of Lily’s physiological needs because her father loves Lily Thomas so much.

2. Safety needs

Lily Thomas can also satisfy safety needs. Her father always protects Lily Thomas’s life. He protects Lily from fear when Lily must stay in a rehabilitation hospital. When Lily gets an accident, her father always accompanies Lily in the hospital. Many people care with Lily even the doctor who just introduces Lily. The doctor is so close with Lily. Her father
prepares luxurious and comfortable plane for Lily to go around the world and consult about Lily’s condition. Lily’s father, Bill Thomas does it so that Lily is comfortable and safe in her trip. Bill also renovates their house so that it is safe for Lily to use her wheelchair. Lily’s bath room and kitchen are made for Lily so that Lily is safe to use her wheelchair. Bill carries Lily to study in the school, he doesn’t want to let Lily in danger.

Everything was accesible to her...She could reach all of it easily.. (Steel, 2013: 277-278).

He protected Lily as if she were made of glass (Steel, 2013: 17).

....’she said and broke into a sob, crying inconsolably, as he tried to comfort her, to no avail (Steel, 2013: 101).

‘Don’t be. You’ll have everyone wrapped around your finger in no time, and you might meet kids your age (Steel, 2013: 141).

...incredibly luxurious one they stepped inside...Bill carried Lily easily onto the plane and set her down in one of the large, comfortable seats (Steel, 2013: 97).

All of the things that have been stated above are father’s love. Lily’s father has many loves for Lily. He always protects Lily in all of condition, when Lily is fine or sick. When Lily is sick, her father still protects and loves her. When Lily is fine, her father still gives attention to her. Bill Thomas always tries to make her daughter safe. Bill gives many loves for Lily.

3. Belongingness and Love Needs

Belongingness needs can be fulfilled by Lily Thomas. It can be shown when Lily is diagnosed by her doctor that she will never walk again, she is carried by her father to consult with doctor in the world. She can be around the world. Her father provides a luxurious and comfortable plane for her. She can also go shopping whenever she wants. Her father also opens a rehabilitation hospital namely Lily Pad especially for children and teenager for Lily. Lily’s father renovates their house so that is easy for Lily to use her wheelchair.
...incredibly luxurious one they stepped inside...Bill carried Lily easily onto the plane and set her down in one of the large, comfortable seats (Steel, 2013: 97).

...she and Veronica often went shopping when they had a day off from the team (Steel, 2013: 100).

The Monet water lilies looked spectacular hanging at the entrance to The Lily Pad,... (Steel, 2013: 409).

And Steve had been true to his word. All the remodelling had been completed, and the elevator was installed. The kitchen and her bathroom were finished... Everything was accessible to her...She could reach all of it easily. (Steel, 2013: 276-278).

Love needs also can be fulfilled by Lily Thomas. It proves that Lily has many friends, family which love her so much. She gets many affection from others such as her friend, father, doctor, nurses, instructor etc. Lily is the most important one for her father. Her father’s life just focuses for Lily. The most of his time for Lily. All of the people in the hospital love Lily. When Lily will go from hospital, nurses give the gift for Lily as leave-taking mark, the doctor wishes Lily become a successful person.

...the most important woman in Bill’s life was Lily, and the most of the time he was busy with his daughter and little interest in anyone else (Steel, 2013: 15).

Nurses came to say goodbye and give her little gifts. The resident kissed her goodbye, Ben wished her goodluck (Steel, 2013: 96).

She had been a good friend to Lily and wonderful traveling companion for the past week (Steel, 2013: 140).

She had given Lily a warm hug before she left. (Steel, 2013: 143).

Lily also gives her affection to the others such as her father, doctor, friend, etc. Lily adores her father. She also gives her attention for her friend. After Lily finishes her course at Craig Hospital, she still visits Teddy at Craig Hospital although she is so busy with her homework. Lily is so close with her doctor. When Lily goes out from hospital, she is so sad to separate with all of hospital staff especially her doctor, Jessie. Lily will miss hospital atmosphere and all of the people in the hospital.

...Lily adored him (Steel, 2013: 13).
Lily hugged Jessie hard and thanked her again, and there were tears in many eyes..... (Steel, 2013: 96).

I’ll miss you when I do. She smiled at the young nurse (Steel, 2013: 117).

All of the things that Bill Thomas gives for Lily are expression of a father’s love. A father will do anything for his children. His belongings and love he will give for his children so that his children’s life is enjoyed and guaranteed.

4. Esteem needs

This needs can be divided into two, the first is self respect and the second is respect from other. Lily Thomas can satisfy her self-respect. She believes that she has ability to play skiing and she wants to follow a competition of skiing. She is training for the next Olympics, in a year. She is hoping to win the gold. She believes that she can be a winner of skiing competition. She always trains to play skiing. Her father hires two instructors of skiing to train Lily. Lily trains ski in Denver and Squaw Valley. She believes if she always trains, she will be a winner in the competition of skiing.

I know, Daddy...don’t worry, we’ll be fine (Steel, 2013: 16).

‘I can do it!’ she shouted at them. ‘I can still ski! (Steel, 2013: 222).

Lily Thomas also gets respect from other. Her father, instructor, and doctor recognize that Lily can play ski well. They believe that Lily has good ability to play ski. Lily can do it. They also recognize that Lily is strong girl. She can have an amazing life. She is skilled skier. They believe that Lily can be a winner in the skiing competition.

...Bill was sure that her skill and relentless training would win her the gold in the next Olympics (Steel, 2013: 18).

She loved the challenge of skiing through the heavy snow. Jason admired that about her – nothing ever stopped her (Steel, 2013: 19).

Not just a good life, an amazing one. I really mean that, and I believe you will...you can do this (Steel, 2013: 93).
By father’s love, Lily can fulfill esteem needs. Her father tries to develop Lily’s skill. He hires two instructors of skiing so that Lily’s ability increase. Bill Thomas tries to increase Lily’s ability so that Lily gets respect from other. Lily is recognized by people that she can play ski. She can show her ability to the others.

5. **Self actualization Needs**

Furthermore, a person can be called self-actualizer if she/he has the characteristics of self-actualization. Lily Thomas can satisfy the characteristics of self-actualization as follows:

a. More Efficient Perception of Reality

Lily Thomas can receive reality clearly. When she knows that she gets an accident and will never walk again, she can more accept her fate than her father. She is strong and patient girl. Although that is so difficult for her but she always tries to accept it. She tries to survive. She takes a course at Craig hospital. She studies everything at Craig Hospital. She studies to swim, play skiing, drive a car, shopping etc. Her father doesn’t accept Lily’s fate and tries to consult with other doctor in the world. Directly, Lily asks to her doctor about her condition because her father doesn’t talk anything about her condition. Lily is given many spirit by her doctor. Lily can live like normal people although she is in wheelchair. She can lead her life become a gold life. Her father invites Lily to go around the world. He tries to consult with other doctors in the world. He hopes that other doctor says that Lily still has hope to walk again. Finally, all of the doctors say same thing that Lily will never walk again. Bill Thomas is so sad and he cries.

Lily was more ready to face the truth than her father was (Steel, 2013: 93).

I’m never going to get out of this chair again, am I? Lily ask bluntly. She had suspected it from everything that had been said, but her father kept telling her otherwise, with incredible determination, and he had never lied to her before (Steel, 2013: 93).
Lily can also accept when her best friend leaves her when she knows that Lily will never walk again. Even her boyfriend also leaves her. Lily is patient to face it. Lily has a new friend at Craig Hospital, he is Teddy. He is so kind and cares with Lily. Teddy has an injury like Lily but Lily is lower than Teddy’s injury. Lily is so happy to have friend like Teddy. Teddy is a pleasant friend. When Lily finishes her course at Craig Hospital, she still visits Teddy at Craig Hospital. Lily doesn’t want to remember Teddy like Teddy’s friend that leaves him. Even Teddy’s family seldom visit him. It is so sad thing for Teddy. When Lily comes back to school, Lily is patient and tries to accept it when her friends begin to avoid her. Lily thinks that she still has father and other friends that loves her so much. She attempts to face this. Everything has changed and Lily must start from the beginning to start a new life. Although Lily is sad, nervous and fear.

“What about you? re you upset about Jeremy? ... Kind of,” she admitted,’but I’m not really surprised (Steel, 2013: 139).

b. Acceptance of Self, Others and Nature

Lily Thomas has this characteristic. She can accept herself who will never walk again. She was diagnosed by the doctor that her spinal cord injury is complete and her leg doesn’t have full function. She must use a wheelchair. She can accept it although she is difficult for her. She always attempt to survive and start a new life. Lily is more ready to face the truth than her father. Her father is difficult to accept his daughter fate. He invites Lily to around the world and consults with doctor there. Her father hopes that Lily can walk again. But that hope is damaged. The doctor says that Lily will never walk again. Lily attempts to accept it and she wants to go home and takes a course at Craig hospital. She can study to start a new life with her wheelchair in the Craig Hospital. She can learn to live alone without help from the other. Craig Hospital has many professional instructors. They can teach Lily to use a wheelchair in her
activity. She can live like normal people, she can work and has many profession that she wants. She can still play skiing again.

Lily was more ready to face the truth than her father was (Steel, 2013: 93).

Lily Thomas can accept others with all of their weakness. She can make friendship with others. She can accept Teddy who has disease. Teddy’s injury is higher than Lily. His respiration is disturbed because his injury. Lily can accept Teddy’s weakness. She is so happy to have friend like Teddy. She likes to have friend in same age at Craig hospital. She can also accept when her best friend and boyfriend leave her. Although Lily is sad but she thinks that she still has many people which love her so much, her father, doctor, Teddy, Chris and Bill’s friend. She can also accept nature as it is. She doesn’t complain when she gets an accident in bad wheather. She accepts it as nature cycles.

The wind was whipping her face, and she enjoyed the peaceful silence as the chairlift hummed along... (Steel, 2013: 19).

I told you I would come. I brought you something (Steel, 2013: 279).

c. Spontaneity, Simplicity and Nature

Lily Thomas acts spontaneously. It is shown when Lily is angry when she goes around the world with her father and nurse. She is invited by her father to consult with doctor in the world. They hope that doctor will say if Lily still has hope to walk again. Her father says that she will walk again whereas all of the doctor says that she will never walk again. Her father always gives Lily many hopes that she will walk again. Lily is dissapointed when Lily knows that she will never walk again. Since her mother is dead, Lily just lives together with her father. Her father never lies to Lily but this moment her father has lied to her. This is the first time her father lies to Lily. Spontaneously, She is angry and talks aloud to her father. Bill always gives false hope for Lily. Lily is very disappointed. She shouts and cries spontaneously. She is so sad when she
knows about the truth that she will never walk again and her father always gives many false hopes. She thinks that it is a big pain. Lily is very difficult to accept it. Her hope is damaged when Lily knows the truth. She cannot train to play ski anymore. She doesn’t suppose that she will have fate like this. She doesn’t accept that her father has done it to Lily. Her father tries to make her comfort her and Lily says that she wants to go home and takes a course in the Craig hospital. She wants to accept suggestion from her doctor, Jessie. Jessie says that Lily can lead a new life to be gold life. Craig hospital will teach to Lily how to face real world. She can do everything she wants. She can go to shopping alone, driving a car, playing ski, sport, gym, etc. Lily will face the next life with her wheelchair. She believes that she will lead her life to be gold life although she is in wheelchair. She will survive and attempt to be a successful people and all of people are proud to her.

‘Stop it!’ she shouted at him, which stunned him. ‘Stop acting like I’m going to walk again! I know I won’t. You’re the only one who thinks I will,’ she said and broke into a sob, crying inconsolably, as he tried to comfort her, to no avail (Steel, 2013: 101).

d. Problem Centered

Lily Thomas always searches solution of her problem and does not insult her problem. Lily Thomas faces many problems in her life. When she gets an accident and will never walk again, she tries to consult with other doctors in the world. She and her father meet with many doctors in the world and talk about Lily’s condition. With help from her father she can solve her problems.

They were flying to London for their first consultation on the list of four Bill had wanted to schedule one in Germany... (Steel, 2013: 97).

Lily also solves her problem when all of the doctors say that she will never walk again. She decides to go at the Craig hospital. Her doctor in Squaw Valley suggests to Lily to go to Craig Hospital. There Lily can start a new life and meet with new people in her new life. At Craig Hospital, she can learn everything that she needs to face a real world
using her wheelchair. Craig hospital is a rehabilitation hospital for spinal cord injury. At Craig hospital, she is learned how to be normal people. Lily can do everything she wants without a help from others. She can learn to drive a car, study, sport, play ski, basket, tennis, etc. And she is given physical therapy by her instructor so her body be strong and healthy. She practices to stand alone without helping other people. She can lead herself in real world. If she wants to shopping, she can do it. If she wants to play ski again, she can also do it.

....they took Lily to Craig Hospital in Denver, the day after they got home (Steel, 2013: 117).

Lily can solve her problem when her friends leave her. She attempts to think that she still has many people that love her. She still has many friends that care with her, and he has a father who always protects her in all of her condition. Her father never leaves her although Lily sometimes does annoyed thing that makes her father be afraid to her. Her father never complains about Lily’s condition. He always does the best for lily.

e. Detachment: Need for Privacy

Lily Thomas has this characteristic. Although she has friends she needs to be alone. She needs privacy. She does not feel lonely when she is alone. Even in her loneliness she can think about the future. She thinks about the next day. Sometimes she is afraid about what will happen in the next day. Lily needs time to be alone, she thinks all of her problems and makes calm herself. Lily needs a privacy, it is shown when she is in the Craig Hospital to stay for some months, she has a private room. Her father has promised that Lily would have a private room at Craig Hospital so that she is free to do her activity. Her father does everything to Lily. He adores Lily so much. He always does the best for Lily. After his wife is dead, Bill just has Lily. Her life just focuses for Lily. He does not want to lose people who he loves. So he gives a private room and good facility for Lily because Lily needs it. Her father always prepares
everything that Lily needs. He tries to get the best thing for Lily. Her father knows that she needs privacy and she wants to alone. Although her friend, Teddy always enters her room but when Lily wants to be alone, she can get it. She can do everything in her room without other people know. Actually Lily has many friends and family but sometimes she wants to be alone, she needs peacefulness to face her life. Everybody needs privacy like Lily also needs privacy. Listening music and watching film are Lily’s solution when she is stressed. Usually, she watches a movie with Teddy. But sometimes Lily also wants to be alone in her room. She is comfortable in her room so she wants to be alone in her room. She wants to do private thing in her room so at Craig Hospital she has a private room, she is not one room with others because Lily has privacy although she has many friends who care with her and also father who loves her so much.

and her father had assured her that she would have a private room (Steel, 2013: 143).

She had the private room her father had promised her, and they handed her a key (Steel, 2013: 146).

f. Autonomy: Independence of Culture and Environment

Lily Thomas acts freely. She does not depend on cultures rules or other’s opinion in her environment. It is proved when she goes around the world to consult her injury, she is not influenced by cultures there. She still becomes herself. She doesn’t follow culture there. It is proved Lily is not interested by clothes there. She doesn’t imitate cultures there.

When she went to shopping with her nurse, she didn’t buy anything.

I’ll take her anywhere I have to, NewYork, Booston, Europe (Steel, 2013: 58).

He hadn’t found much for her in Tahoe, and Lily didn’t really care. She had plenty of clothes at home (Steel, 2013: 118).

“You didn’t buy anything?” She usually liked to shop, like other girls her age, and she and Veronica often went shopping when they had a day off from the team (Steel, 2013: 100).
Lily also is not influenced by her father’s opinion. She wants to take school in the East but her father hopes Lily takes school near Denver. Her father tries to talk to her to go to school in or near Denver. Lily still wants to take school in the East. She is not influenced by her father’s opinion. Then, Lily asks Jessie to convince her father so that she is permitted by her father to take school in the East. That is desire of Lily. Lily has prepared her grades to take school in the East. She doesn’t want to lose a chance which Lily has prepared from the past.

He dreaded when she’d leave for college and was trying to talk her into going to school in or near Denver, although Lily had her heart set on the Ivy league in the East, and had the grades to get in (Steel, 2013: 16).

Lily also doesn’t think about her father’s opinion to stop play skiing but Lily still wants to play ski. Lily convinces her father that she can do it. She said to her father that she had ability to do that. She asked her father that her father didn’t need to feel worry to her. She believes that she can do it although she uses a wheelchair.

g. Continued Freshness of Appreciation

Lily has this characteristic. She can appreciate her experiences and does not complain on uninteresting experiences. Although Lily had won bronze in the Junior Olympics three years before, at fourteen, now she still always trains ski. She wants to follow the next Olympics. She hopes to become the first winner so she always trains to play ski with her instructor. Her father had hired two instructor of skiing for Lily so Lily can increase her ability with her instructor.

She had won bronze in the Junior Olympics three years before, at fourteen. And she was training for the next Winter Olympics, in a year. This time she was hoping to win the gold (Steel, 2013: 12).

Lily’s hope was damaged when Lily got an accident. When she trains with her instructor in Squaw Valley, she plays ski in bad weather but she considers that it is safe weather whereas Lily was forbidden by her father to go. Finally Lily got an accident, Lily is very lucky, she can be safed
whereas her instructor is dead. But after Lily got an accident, she didn’t give up although she was very sad because doctor had diagnosed that Lily would never walk again. After that Lily is given a suggestion by her doctor to take course in Craig hospital. There, Lily will be taught to face real world with her disability. Craig Hospital is rehabilitation hospital especially for spinal cord injury. Lily accepts the doctor’s suggestion. Lily takes course in Craig Hospital. There, Lily learns to drive a car, go to shopping alone, sport, and Lily is shown by her instructor about skiing film. It means Lily can play skiing again although she uses a wheelchair. Lily is very happy to watch the film. Lily wants to play ski again. Finally after she always trains and faces many obstacles, she can follow the competition of skiing. She gets the silver medal. She is aware with her good fortune.

“She had won the silver medal, and suddenly she was sitting in her chair ski as they put the ribbon with the medal around her neck, and the anthem was playing, and she was crying, and she looked over, so were her father and Oscar, and they were hugging, and then everyone she knew came over to kiss her and congratulate her when the medal ceremony was over. It was better than winning the bronze in the junior Olympics” (Steel, 2013: 354).

h. Peak or Mystic Experiences

Lily Thomas also has peak experiences. It happened when she got the bronze and silver medal. At fourteen, she followed skiing competition, the Junior Olympics and she got the bronze medal. That was a pleasant experience. After that, she still always trains to play ski. She wants to follow the next Olympics. She hopes to become the first winner so she always trains to play ski with her instructor. After she always trains and faces many obstacles, she can follow the competition of skiing. She got the silver medal.

She had won bronze in the Junior Olympics three years before, at fourteen. And she was training for the next Winter Olympics, in a year (Steel, 2013: 12).

“She had won the silver medal, and suddenly she was sitting in her chair ski as they put the ribbon with the medal around her neck, and the anthem was playing, and she was crying, and she looked
over, so were her father and Oscar, and they were hugging, and then everyone she knew came over to kiss her and congratulate her when the medal ceremony was over. It was better than winning the bronze in the junior Olympics” (Steel, 2013: 354).

Lily has other peak experiences. It happened when Lily got an accident. That is experience and truth that is very desperate Lily was diagnosed by doctor that she would never walk again and she must sit in wheelchair forever. Although she is very sad but she doesn’t give up and still faces her life. By her father’s love, she can live easily. Her father always protects Lily. Lily also learns to face the real world. She doesn’t want to make difficult someone near her. She wants to stand alone. It is shown that Lily doesn’t wish her father carries her to go to school. Lily wants to go school alone because she has learned to drive a car although she can not walk. Craig hospital has taught Lily about everything that she needs. Now, she can stand alone with her disability. She has taken a course at Craig Hospital. When she learns, she is very happy when she knows that she can play ski again although she uses wheelchair. That is Lily’s experience which is very pleasant.

i. Social Interest

Lily Thomas reflects the characteristic of social interest. In her life, Lily Thomas shares feeling of sympathy and affection for all humanity. She gives her affection for everyone. She treats others as her own family even people who she just knows. When she is taking care in the hospital, she closes with the doctor, nurse and staff there. She gives her affection for them especially her doctor and nurse. It is proved when Lily will leave hospital, she said that she would miss her doctor and nurse. She is so sad to separate with all of hospital staff especially her doctor, Jessie. Lily will miss hospital atmosphere and all of the people in the hospital.

When she is in the Squaw Valley, she doesn’t forget her friends, she always texts her friend about what she does. She always gives attention to her friend, her father and someone who exist near with her. She also
has desire to help people sincerely. When her friend, Chris hopes Lily to teach him to play skiing, Lily helps him happily.

...Lily adored him (Steel, 2013: 13).

Lily hugged Jessie hard and thanked her again, and there were tears in many eyes,.... (Steel, 2013: 96).

I’ll miss you when I do. She smiled at the young nurse (Steel, 2013: 117).

Lily gives her affection to the others such as her father, doctor, friend etc. Lily adores her father. She also gives her attention for her best friend, Teddy. After Lily finishes her course at Craig Hospital, she still visits Teddy at Craig Hospital although she is so busy with her homework. Lily also introduces her father’s friend easily. When her father’s friend visits Lily at Craig hospital, Lily is not awkward to talk with her. She accepts her visit happily although her father’s friend is not same age with Lily. She admires her father’s friend. She is happy because she can meet her father’s friend, Carole.

j. Interpersonal Relations

Lily Thomas has this characteristic. Lily enjoys intimate personal relation with a few close friends. She has bestfriend and boyfriend. She always gives attention to her bestfriend and boyfriend. She always texts her friend and boyfriend about what she does. She is close with her father’s friend. When Lily is visited by her father’s friend, Carole. She is not awkward to talk to her. She accepts her visit happily. After that, she is close with her. Carole gives Lily a gift because Carole likes Lily directly. Carole admires Lily because she is easy going with everyone. Carole knows why Jessie loves Lily so much.

When she was in the hospital, she could close easily with many people there such as nurse, doctor, resident, etc. Lily enjoys to make relationship with everyone. When, Lily will leave hospital, she is given a little gift by nurses, resident and some people there because Lily is close with them.
They are sad to separate with Lily and Lily too but Lily must survive to continue her life.

Lily is very close with her father. She always tells about what she feels to her father. Lily just has her father because her mother passed away. Lily adores her father. Her father always fulfills her needs. He never leaves Lily alone. Even her father doesn’t permit Lily to take school in the East. Her father gives a suggestion to take school in or near Denver where they live. But Lily doesn’t want to take that. She still wants to take in the East.

Lily also enjoys to have intimate personal relation with her doctor, Jessie. When her father doesn’t permit her to play ski again and takes school in the East, she asks Jessie to give understanding to her father so that he permits her.

She had time to text her boyfriend Jeremy and best friend Veronica (Steel, 2013: 117).

Nurses came to say goodbye and give her little gifts. The resident kissed her goodbye, Ben wished her goodluck (Steel, 2013: 96).

Lily hugged Jessie hard and thanked her again, and there were tears in many eyes..... (Steel, 2013: 96).

k. Democratic Character Structure

Lily Thomas could be friendly with anyone without considering class, color, age or sex. Lily can make friendship with the same age or not. She can also make relationship with her father’s friends. When Lily is visited by her father’s friend, Carole. She is not awkward to talk with her. She accepts her visit happily. After that, she is close with her. Carole gives Lily a gift because Carole likes Lily directly. She said that Lily is lovely girl, nice to talk, bright, kind, polite, comfortable with adults. Carole admires Lily because she is easy going with everyone. Carole knows why Jessie loves Lily so much. Lily doesn’t differentiate one to the other. She makes friendship with anyone. She wants to make friendship with Teddy although Teddy has injury which is higher than Lily. She still visits Teddy at Craig Hospital although she is so busy with her homework.
She is close with everyone easily even she is close with the doctor, nurse although she doesn’t know about their profession. Lily is very close with her doctor, Jessie. Lily always tells her feeling to Jessie although she is not her mother but she feels close with her. When her father doesn’t permit her to play ski again and takes school in the East, she asks Jessie to give understanding to her father so that he permits her. Then Jessie talks to Bill and give an understanding to him that Lily can live alone and Jessie says to Bill so that Bill is not afraid about Lily’s condition.

Lily also gets many lessons from other such as her father, her instructor, etc. Her father has taught Lily about disipline and hard work. Lily also learns from her ski instructor, she learns something new from him, which adds what she has learn from her Denver coach.

She always learned something new from him, which added to what she learned from her Denver coach, who was a taskmaster (Steel, 2013: 19).

Her father always preached discipline and hard work, and Lily was a lot like him (Steel, 2013: 13).

I. Discrimination between Means and Ends

Lily Thomas has the goal. She wants to be qualified. She wants to take school in the East.

He dreaded when she’d leave for college and was trying to talk her into going to school in or near Denver, although Lily had her heart set on the Ivy league in the East, and had the grades to get in (Steel, 2013: 16).

Although Lily has a goal, she keeps enjoying her activities leading to a goal. She enjoys her hobby. Her hobby is skiing. Her father, Bill had hired two coach to train Lily. Lily is training for the next Olympics.

I love skiing... (Steel, 2013:14).

She had won bronze in the Junior Olympics three years before, at fourteen. And she was training for the next Winter Olympics, in a year (Steel, 2013: 12).

...and she didn’t want to miss a single day with one of her favorite instructors, Jason Yee (Steel, 2013: 11).
Lily has another goal, she wants to follow the next Olympics. She hopes to become the first winner so she always trains to play ski with her instructor. She always trains and faces many obstacles, finally she can follow the competition of skiing. She gets the silver medal. She is aware with her good fortune. Lily always fights to get her goal. Lily’s struggle is started from her coming to Craig hospital. Craig hospital is rehabilitation hospital for flawed people. In Craig hospital, Lily tries to make something usual with her disability. By helping of her instructor in Craig hospital, she always studies and is optimist that she can do job like normal people. Lily never gives up to learn and follow all of activities in Craig hospital. She always believes and is optimist that she can do it with her disability. She wants to be winner in her life. Lily’s effort is so great. She still can play skiing although her leg doesn’t have function. By her persistence and never giving up, she can follow a competition in the Olympics. Everyday she trains and trains to play skiing. Finally she gets a silver medal.

m. Philosophical Sense of Humor/Unhostile Sense of Humor

Lily Thomas has philosophical sense of humour. It is shown when she is training skiing with her instructor in Squaw Valley. Lily is pleasant girl. She likes to make a joke with her instructor. She also often makes her friends laugh without she realizes.

You either have to be crazy to go out on a day like this, ’Jason said, laughing, ’or very young, or both... ’I guess that means I’m crazy,’ Lily said happily, ’My dad thinks we’re nuts too (Steel, 2013: 11).

I love her hair, and her nails,’Lily said dreamily, and Teddy laughed (Steel, 2013: 234).

Basically, Lily likes an entertainment. She can not keep silent. It is shown when she goes around the world to consult with doctors there about her injury, Lily often plays card and watches movie with her nurse. She feels bored if she doesn’t do anything. Although she is sick, she doesn’t dissolve in her sorrow. She keeps smile although she is sad. She
tries to survive by support from her father. Her father adores her so much.

When their lunch arrived, Lily only picked at it, and afterward Jennifer distracted her by playing cards with her for several hours, and then they watched a movie on the TV in the suit (Steel, 2013: 102).

n. Creativeness

Lily Thomas is a creative girl. She helps her father to make design a rehabilitation hospital that is made by her father. She proposes some ideas to make a rehabilitation hospital become beautiful place, not like hospital. A rehabilitation hospital named Lily Pad. Lily Pad is a rehabilitation hospital for spinal cord injury people especially for children and teenager. Lily proposes her idea based on her heart because she knows about teenager and children needs.

I want you and Teddy to think of everything you want there. Your wish list will be our command... (Steel, 2013: 234).

Lily is creative. She does not depend on cultures rules or other’s opinion. When she goes around the world to consult her injury, she is not influenced by cultures there. She still becomes herself. It is proved when Lily is not interested by clothes there. She doesn’t imitate cultures there. She is not antisocial or consciously nonconforming however she is independent to follow her own idea in behaving/acting and not blindly obey the rules of culture. Lily still becomes herself although she admires Carole that Carole is very beautiful and stylish person. Lily does not depend on cultures rules or other’s opinion. Lily is confident girl. She is not influenced by other person easily. She is confident with herself. She likes herself the way she is. She wants to become a different person who is unique.

o. Resistance to enculturation

Lily Thomas has this characteristic. She is not antisocial or consciously nonconforming however she is independent to follow her own idea in behaving or acting and not blindly obey the rules of culture.
Lily Thomas acts freely. She does not depend on cultures rules or other’s opinion in her environment. It is proved when she goes around the world to consult her injury, she is not influenced by cultures there. She still becomes herself. She doesn’t follow culture there. It is proved when Lily is not interested by clothes there. She doesn’t imitate cultures there.

When she goes shopping with her nurse, she doesn’t buy anything.

I’ll take her anywhere I have to, NewYork, Booston, Europe (Steel, 2013: 58).

He hadn’t found much for her in Tahoe, and Lily didn’t really care. She had plenty of clothes at home (Steel, 2013: 118).

‘You didn’t buy anything?’ She usually liked to shop, like other girls her age, and she and Veronica often went shopping when they had a day off from the team (Steel, 2013: 100).

Lily is not influenced by her father’s opinion. She wants to take school in the East but her father hopes Lily to take school near Denver. Her father tries to talk to her to go to school in or near Denver but Lily still wants to take school in the East. She isn’t influenced by her father’s opinion. Then, Lily asks Jessie to convince her father so that she is permitted by her father to take school in the East. That is desire of Lily. Lily has prepared her grades to take school in the East. She doesn’t want to lose a chance which Lily has prepared from the past.

He dreaded when she’d leave for college and was trying to talk her into going to school in or near Denver, although Lily had her heart set on the Ivy league in the East, and had the grades to get in (Steel, 2013: 16).

Lily also doesn’t think her father’s opinion to stop play skiing but Lily still wants to play ski. Lily convinces to her father that she can do it. She said to her father that she had ability to do that. She asked to her father that her father didn’t need to feel worry to her. She believes that she can to do it although she uses a wheelchair.

Based on the humanistic psychological approach, the researcher finds that Lily Thomas, the major character in *Winners* shows that she can fulfill the four basic needs, namely, physiological needs, safety needs, belongingness and love
needs and esteem needs. By a father’s love, Lily can fulfill all of her needs. Her father does everything for Lily so Lily’s needs can be fulfilled.

First, Lily can fulfill physiological needs. She can satisfy this needs. The needs of Lily Thomas includes as physiological needs are the need to breathe, the need for water, the need to eat, the need for drink, the need for clothes, the need for sleep. The need to breathe is fulfilled, it is proved when Lily can breathe freely in bad weather and she doesn’t get many obstacles to breathe such as air polution. The need of water can be fulfilled when after Lily gets up, she can take a bath. Lily can fulfill need of food and drink, it is shown when Lily can eat and drink with her father. The need for clothes is fulfilled when Lily goes to play skiing, she can wear good clothes which is appropriate with her activity. Her father also buys some clothes for Lily. The need for sleep is fulfilled, it is proved when Lily can sleep well in her house with her father. She can also come to Squaw Valley. She spends her time in Squaw Valley with her father during Christmas break and her father has rented a house there. Lily’s physiological needs can be satisfied because her father always tries to fulfill her needs and her father treats Lily like a glass. Her father loves Lily so much. He doesn’t want to lose Lily.

Second, Lily Thomas can also satisfy safety needs. Many people care with Lily especially her father, Bill. Bill always protects Lily’s life. He always protects Lily when Lily is sick or healthy. When Lily is healthy, Bill always remembers her to eat and drink and he also gives a warning to Lily when she wants to play ski in bad weather. When Lily got an accident, Bill kept Lily everyday in hospital. He didn’t want to make mistake for Lily. He carries Lily goes around the world to consult about her injury. He has rented a luxurious and comfortable plane for Lily. He does it so that Lily is safe in her trip and Lily feels comfortable in plane. In the hospital, many people also keep Lily such the doctor, nurse, etc. They keep Lily as their family. They love Lily and feel close with Lily.

Third, belongingness and love needs can be satisfied by Lily Thomas. Bill Thomas is a successful business man. He has many belongings. Lily can go
shopping whenever she wants. Her father has fulfilled all of her needs. He also fulfills what Lily wants. Bill can prepare a luxurious and comfortable plane for Lily. They can go around the world. Lily can go wherever she wants. Everyone love Lily. She gets many affections from others. Her father gives many affections for Lily. Even her father’s friends love Lily so much such as Joe, Carole, Penny. Lily is a kind girl so everyone like her. When Lily is in hospital, everyone take care to her. The doctor and nurse care with her. There is many tears when Lily leaves hospital. Everyone in hospital lose her. Lily also gets affection from her friends and boyfriend. When Lily is in Craig hospital, she gets a kind friend directly. Her new friend likes Lily so much. He always gives attention for Lily. He accompanies and entertains Lily when Lily is sad. Lily also gives affection to the other. She adores her father so much. She always gives her news and texts although she is far away from her friend. She always remembers her friends. She loves her nurse who accompanies her trip to go around the world. It is shown when Lily and Jennifer will separate, Lily says that she will miss her.

Fourth, esteem needs can be fulfilled by Lily Thomas. This needs can be divided into two, the first is self respect and the second is respect from other. Lily Thomas can satisfy her self-respect. She believes that she has ability to play skiing and she wants to follow a competition of skiing. She believes that she can be a winner of skiing competition. She always trains to play skiing. Her father hires two instructors of skiing to train Lily. Lily trains ski in Denver and Squaw Valley. She believes if she always trains she will be a winner in the competition of skiing. Lily Thomas also get respect from other. Her father, instructor and doctor recognize that Lily can play ski well. They also recognize that Lily is strong girl. She can get an amazing life. She is skilled skier. They believe that Lily can be a winner in the skiing competition.

Lily Thomas also has the fifteen characteristics of self-actualization. First, more efficient perception of reality. Lily Thomas can receive reality clearly. When she knows that she gets an accident and will never walk again. She can more accept her fate than her father. Her father doesn’t accept Lily’s
fate and tries to consult with other doctor in the world. Directly, Lily asks to her
doctor about her condition because her father doesn’t talk anything about her
condition. Lily is given many spirit by her doctor. Lily can live like normal
people although she is in wheelchair. She can leads her life become a gold life.
Lily can also accept when her friends leave her when they know that Lily will
never walk again. Even her boyfriend also leaves her. Lily is patient to face it.
Second, acceptance of self, others and nature. Lily Thomas has this
characteristic. She can accept herself who will never walk again. She is
diagnosed by the doctor that her spinal injury is complete and her leg doesn’t
have full function. She must use a wheelchair. Lily Thomas can accept others
with all of their weakness. She can make friendship with others. She can accept
Teddy who has disease. She can accept when her best friend and boyfriend leave
her. She can also accept nature as it is. She doesn’t complain when she gets an
accident in bad weather. She accepts it as nature cycles.

Third, spontaneity, simplicity and nature. Lily Thomas acts
spontaneously. She is angry when she goes around the world with her father and
nurse. Her father says that she will walk again whereas all of the doctors say that
she will never walk again. Spontaneously, She is angry and talks aloud to her
father. Bill always gives false hope for Lily. Lily is very disappointed. She
shouts and cries spontaneously. Fourth, problem centered. Lily Thomas always
searches solution of her problem and does not insult her problem. Lily Thomas
faces many problems in her life. When she gets an accident and will never walk
again, she tries to consult with other doctor in the world. Lily also solves her
problem when all of the doctors say that she will never walk again, she decides
to go to the Craig hospital. Craig hospital is a rehabilitation hospital for spinal
cord injury. At Craig hospital, she is taught how to be normal people. She can
learn to drive a car, study, sport, etc. She is taught to stand alone without a help
other people.

Fifth, need for privacy. Lily Thomas has this characteristic. Although she
has friends she needs to be alone. When she is in the Craig Hospital, she has a
private room. Her father has promised that Lily will have a private room at Craig
Hospital. Her father knows that she needs privacy and she wants to be alone. Sixth, independence of culture and environment. Lily Thomas acts freely. She does not depend on cultures rules or other’s opinion. When she goes around the world to consult her injury, she is not influenced by cultures there. She still becomes herself. It is proved when Lily is not interested by clothes there. She doesn’t imitate cultures there. Lily is not influenced by her father’s opinion. She wants to take school in the East but her father hopes Lily to take school near Denver. Her father tries to talk to her to go to school in or near Denver. Lily still wants to take school in the East. Seventh, Continued Freshness of Appreciation. Lily has this characteristic. She can appreciate her experiences and does not complain on uninteresting experiences. Although Lily had won bronze in the Junior Olympics three years before, at fourteen, now she still always trains ski. She wants to follow the next Olympics. She hopes to become the first winner so she always trains to play ski with her instructor. Finally after she always trains and faces many obstacles, she can follow the competition of skiing. She gets the silver medal. She is aware with her good fortune.

Eighth, Peak or Mystic Experiences. Lily Thomas also has peak experiences. It happens when she gets the bronze and silver medal. At fourteen, she follows skiing competition, the Junior Olympics and she gets the bronze medal. That is a pleasant experience. After that, she still always trains to play ski. She wants to follow the next Olympics. She hopes to become the first winner so she always trains to play ski with her instructor. Finally after she always trains and faces many obstacles, she can follow the competition of skiing. She gets the silver medal. Ninth, Social Interest. Lily Thomas reflects the characteristic of social interest. In her life Lily Thomas shares feeling of sympathy and affection for all humanity. She treats others as her own family even people who just she knows, she also has desire to help people sincerely. When her friend, Chris hopes Lily to teach him to play skiing, Lily helps him happily. Tenth, Interpersonal Relations. Lily Thomas has this characteristic. Lily enjoys intimate personal relation with a few close friends. She has bestfriend and boyfriend. She is close with her father’s friend. When she is in the hospital, she
is close easily with many people there such as nurse, doctor, resident, etc. Lily enjoys relationship with everyone. Eleventh, Democratic Character Structure. Lily Thomas could be friendly with anyone without considering class, color, age or sex. Lily can make friendship with the same age or not. She is close with her father friends. She is close with everyone easily even she can talk and is close with doctor, nurse although she doesn’t know about their profession. Lily gets many lessons from other such as her father, her instructor, etc.

Twelfth, Discrimination between Means and Ends. Lily Thomas has the goal. She wants to be qualified. She wants to take school in the East. Although Lily has a goal, she keeps enjoying her activities leading to a goal. She enjoys her hobby. Her hobby is skiing. Her father, Bill has hired two coaches to train Lily. Lily is training for the next Olympics. Thirteenth, Philosophical Sense of Humor/Unhostile Sense of Humor. Lily Thomas has philosophical sense of humour. It is shown when she is training skiing with her instructor in Squaw Valley. Fourteenth, Creativeness. Lily Thomas is creative girl. She helps her father to make design a rehabilitation hospital that is made by her father. She proposes some ideas to make a rehabilitation hospital becomes beautiful place, not like hospital. A rehabilitation hospital named Lily Pad. Lily Pad is a rehabilitation hospital for spinal cord injury people especially for children and teenager. Lily proposes her idea based on her heart because she knows about teenager and children needs. Fifteenth, Resistance to enculturation. Lily Thomas has this characteristic. She is not antisocial or consciously nonconforming however she is independent to follow her own idea in behaving/acting and not blindly obey the rules of culture. Lily still becomes herself although she admires Carole that Carole is very beautiful and stylish person.

From all the explanation above, it can be concluded that Lily can fulfill all of her needs because of father’s love. She can fulfill the four basic needs, namely, physiological needs, safety needs, belongingness and love needs and esteem needs. By a father’s love, Lily can fulfill all of her needs. Lily also has fifteen characteristics of self-actualization. She can actualize herself. It is proved by Lily when she gets a silver medal in the competition of skiing.
D. Conclusion

After analyzing the novel, the researcher concludes that there is a father’s love which is so great in the story of Winners novel. It can be known from Bill Thomas, he is a father. He has a daughter, Lily Thomas. Bill adores Lily so much. Bill’s love as a father can be seen from Lily’s life. Lily Thomas can pass the four needs (Physiological needs, Safety needs, Love and Belongingness needs, Esteem needs) and has the fifteen characteristics of Self-actualization. Because of a father’s love, Lily can fulfill her needs. Bill Thomas has fulfilled all of her needs. He always supports Lily to be the best one.

Lily Thomas gets physiological need easily because since she was a child, he was handled by her father. Her father gave Lily food, drink, water, clothes, and a place for sleep. Lily never feels shortage. Lily Thomas also gets safety needs from her father. Her father always protects Lily in all of her condition. Lily also gets love and belongingness needs from her father and friends. Her father and friends love Lily so much. They always care with Lily’s condition. Lily can also fulfill esteem needs. Lily Thomas has self-respect and gets respect from others. By support and help from her father, Lily can have self-respect and gets respect from others. Her father has hired two skiing instructors to train Lily so Lily gets respect from others.

Lily Thomas also has fifteen characteristics of self-actualization. First, she can receive reality clearly and has a clear understanding of the problems. Lily can receive when she got an accident and Lily was diagnosed by doctor that she will never walk again. Second, she can accept herself as a person who will never walk again. Lily Thomas can accept others with all of their weakness. She doesn’t differentiate her friends. She can also accept when her friend hurts her because her friends have left Lily when Lily was sick. She can also accept nature as it is. She doesn’t complain when she got an accident in bad weather. She accepts it as nature cycles. Third, her behavior is done spontaneously. Fourth, she always searches solution of her problems. Her father always helps to overcome her problem. Fifth, although she has some friends and family, she
needs privacy. Sixth, she acts freely without depend on culture and environment. Seventh, she can appreciate her experiences and does not complain on uninteresting experiences. She enjoys her experiences. She is also aware of her good fortune. Eighth, Lily also has peak experience, she is very happy when she has won medal when she follows the competition of skiing. She got two medals of skiing competition when she was fourteen and seventeen years old. Ninth, Lily Thomas shares feeling of sympathy and affection for all humanity. She treats others as her own family even people who just she knows, she also has desire to help people sincerely. When her friend, Chris hopes Lily to teach him to play skiing, Lily helps him happily. Tenth, Lily enjoys intimate personal relation with a few close friends. She has bestfriend and boyfriend. She is close with her father’s friend. When she was in the hospital, she was close easily with many people there such as nurse, doctor, resident, etc. Lily enjoys to make relationship with everyone. Eleventh, she could be friendly with anyone without considering class, color, age or sex. She also can learn from others. Twelfth, she does not have hostile humour. She has a good humour and she likes to entertain and invite to joke others. Fourteenth, she is a creative girl. She can help her father to make design a rehabilitation hospital which is built by her father. Fifteenth, she is independent to follow her own idea in behaving/acting and not blindly obey the rules of culture.

From the explanation above can be concluded that Lily has fifteen characteristics of self-actualization because a father’s love. Her father always teaches her a good thing that can make Lily’s life be better. Her father always attempts to fulfill all of Lily’s need and supports Lily in all of her condition. He never leaves Lily although sometimes Lily makes her father is annoyed. Finally, by support from her father, Lily can actualize herself, she has won a silver medal although she uses wheelchair. It is form of father’s love. A father’s love is so great for his children.

